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Formal Definition:
C1 ⊑ C2 iff ∀ c ∈ C1, c ∈ C2

Every instance of the sub-concept 
also belongs to the super-concept

Strict Subsumption
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Coffee shops, while similar to cafés, are not restaurants 
due to the fact that they primarily serve and derive the 
majority of their revenue from hot drinks.

Wikipedia:

Merriam-
Webster:

Coffee shop: a small restaurant that serves coffee and 
other drinks as well as simple foods
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A coffee shop called Jury on the old Pentridge ...

I'll meet you at the coffee shop and ...

You've never been to a coffee shop like this one ...

A restaurant called Little Tokyo ...

I'll meet you at the restaurant at 7:15 ...

you've never been to a restaurant before ...
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Biperpedia

● Mines thousands of attributes for every 
concept from search queries and Web text
○ > 2 orders of magnitude larger than Freebase
○ Attributes ranked around 100K for country: 

surveillance authorities, aerospace experts, antitrust 
chief, human resources firm, airport owner, ...

● Also identifies synonyms and mis-spells
○ tourist attraction = tourist spot
○ moter: mother or motor (depending on Person or 

Car)

[VLDB 14]
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Generate Features (Attributes, Dependency Parse, 
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Attribute Features

● Basic Features
○ How “similar” are the concepts?
○ How “specialized” is one concept to another?

● Variants
○ Different weights for attributes

■ frequency, instances, rank
○ Synonym-based attribute matching



Experimental Setting

● Sources of concepts
○ Is-A Network (47K)

■ Apply patterns (e.g., ‘X is a Y’, ‘Y such as X’) on 
the Web

■ Discard nodes with fewer than 10 children
○ Freebase (10K)

● Training on Is-A Network concepts
○ 5.6K manually-labeled subsumption relations
○ Agreement among (three) experts was low: 74%





Large-scale Prediction

Top-k Samples: 100 1K 10K 100K
Estimated Precision: 1 0.94 0.72 0.68

2.4M predicted relations
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Finding High-Quality Concepts

● Intuition: concepts with many strong signals 
(i.e., subsumption relations) are likely to be 
of high quality

● Compare
○ Latte: 50 most frequent concepts among top 1K 

predictions
○ Is-A Network (Similar Frequency): 50 concepts with 

similar frequencies of Is-A relations
○ Is-A Network (Most Frequent): 50 most frequent 

concepts





Concluding Observations

● Latte finds latent subsumptions that are 
useful for search engines using attributes
○ Is-A Network: 0.74 F1 / 2.4M predictions
○ Freebase: 0.98 F1 / 734 predictions

● Can also be used to clean resources with 
noisy concepts

● Challenge: What is the real notion of 
subsumption for Web applications?
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